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Abstract
A multi-phase field method is developed to investigate the effects of transformation
strain on the transformation kinetics, thermodynamic stability and pairing of interphase
precipitates in micro-alloyed steels. The model conserves homogeneity of stress in the
diffuse interface between elastically inhomogeneous phases and provides an explanation of the mechanism resulting in the pairing of two adjacent interphase precipitates.
Several scenarios of inhomogeneous elastic conditions have been considered. The simulations for a situation where only the interfacial energy is considered to contribute to
the transformation show that this energy can lead to the establishment of a neck between two neighbouring precipitates. However, if sufficient time is given, one of the
precipitates will completely dissolve into its neighbouring particle. On the other hand,
when both strain and interfacial energies act on the system, the bridge between the
particles becomes stabilised leading to the pairing of the particles. This is a result of
the particles tendency to minimise the strain energy due to the excessive strain field
generated by the neck between the two particles.
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1. Introduction
Interphase precipitation in steels is characterised by periodic parallel planes of randomly orientated carbide precipitates which form at the interphase between the austenite and ferrite as the former decomposes into the later [1]. Interphase precipitation is
often found in ferritic steels when the steel is alloyed with one or several strong carbide
forming elements such as V, Nb or Ti [2]. It has been found that a single-phase ferritic
matrix in low carbon steels strengthened by periodic arrangement of interphase carbide
precipitates offers a high strength, high formability, and low-cost structural material,
suitable for large scale production of automotive sheet [3, 4].

Interphase precipitates are found in allotriomorphic α ferrite which itself is considered to grow on either side of a prior γ austenite grain boundary, with at least one
interphase boundary adopting a low energy, semi-coherent, orientation relationship [5],
such as the Kurdjumov-Sachs (KS) [6], or the Nishiyama-Wasserman (NW) [7, 8] orientation relationships (OR). A growth ledge on a semi-coherent γ/α interphase boundary consists of a disordered, mobile riser and a comparatively coherent and immobile
tread [9]. Typically, it is thought that the nucleation of interphase precipitates occurs on
ledged γ/α interphase boundaries [1]. Although the high-energy interphase boundary
of the riser would be favourable for the nucleation of precipitates through the formation
of abutted spherical cap nuclei [10], and further eased by the segregation of substitutional solutes through the solute drag effect [11], interphase precipitates are however
observed to have nucleated on the comparatively low energy γ/α tread [12]. This is
thought to be because there would be an insufficient time for successful stable nuclei
to form on the mobile riser. Further, implications of nucleation on the low energy tread
are as follows:
• As the interfacial energy of the ledged interphase boundary tread is low, therefore
a precipitate nuclei would subsequently be expected to be nearly spherical [10].
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• The nucleation of interphase precipitates is not aided by the segregation of substitutional alloying elements as they are not thought to be able to readily segregate
to the mobile, low energy tread of the semi-coherent γ/α interphase boundary
[11].
In a single study, it has been observed using TEM that in some circumstances disc
shaped interphase precipitates can join at the tips and form pairs of connected precipitates [13]. The reason for the paucity of TEM observations of connected precipitates
is that unless the planes of interphase carbides are suitably spread it is impossible to
tilt a specimen such that an individual plane can be imaged [14]. Re-examination of
the images by Davenport and Honeycombe [14] does, however, confirm that individual carbide precipitates located on planar rows of interphase precipitates often interact
with one another. It is hypothesized that the phenomenon of precipitate-precipitate interactions on the densely populated planes of interphase precipitates, may, in fact, be
commonplace.

In our previous paper [15], a multi-component phase field method (PFM) model
was derived which was coupled with a multi-component CALPHAD thermodynamic
database using a four-sublattice model. Such models, including the phase-field method
or other time-dependant Ginzburg-Landau methods, are a powerful means of encapsulating the complex interactions between atomistic mechanisms and macroscopic conditions on the mesoscopic scale [16]. In the phase-field method, the continuum field
variables can be identified with the phase field (structural order parameter) φα with
−c , total strain ij , magnetisation mi or other variables
temperature T, concentration →
relevant to describe the system of interest.

The premise of this work is to extend our model [15] by investigating the effect of
the previously neglected elastic transformation strain upon the transformation kinetics,
thermodynamic stability, and pairing and necking of interphase precipitates in microalloyed steels. The elastic transformation strain associated with precipitation is known
to have a potent influence upon the morphology of said precipitates. A coherent hard
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precipitate (nuclei) in an isotropic matrix would be expected to adopt the morphology
of a sphere [17] to minimize the elastic strain energy whereas a soft coherent precipitate
would result in an oblate spheroid. In contrast, Nabarro [18], mathematically explored
the role of strain upon the morphology of incoherent precipitates within an isotropic
matrix. The elastic strain associated with interphase precipitates is hypothesized to play
an important role in the growth of individual precipitates and the interactions between
neighbouring precipitates, explaining the complex, compound morphologies, and particularly the necking behaviour of interphase carbide precipitates.

2. Model
The model considers the growth and interaction between precipitates in-terms of
transformation strain upon low energy γ/α ledged interphase boundary treads. In 3D
space, for the problem with total strain ij in the two directions i, j in terms of the phase
strain ij
α in each individual phase (α), we have:
ij =

X

φα hα (ij
α)

(1)

α

hα is dependant on the elastic properties of each individual phase and φα is the
field variable for phase α. Eq.1 calculates the total strain as a linear summation of the
strains of the individual phases α weighted by the phase densities φα . In other words,
this equation is a direct extension of original multi phase function for diffusive phase
transformations [16]. To correlate the strain fields in the different phases equal elastic
stresses in the interface are assumed.

2.1. The mechanical multi-phase model
The free energy can be defined as an integral of the density functional over the
domain Ω. The density functional consists of the grain boundary energy density f gb ,
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the chemical free energy density f ch , and the elastic energy density f el . we have:
Z

f gb + f ch + f el

(2)

N
2
X
4ααβ γαβ
{ 2 |∇φα .∇φβ | + wαβ }
γαβ π

(3)

F =
Ω

where,

f gb =

α,β=1

where, ααβ refers to the grain boundary energy between different phases. Subscript
α and β refers to the relevant pair from ferrite, austenite or precipitate. γαβ refers to
the interface width and wαβ is the dimensionless repulsive potential function that keeps
the interface upright [19]. wαβ = φα φβ when 0 < φα/β < 1 and ∞ elsewhere. This
specific form of Eq. 3 follows the scaling invariance of the total interface energy as an
integral over f gb with respect to the interface width γαβ .
f ch is expressed as:

f

ch

=

N
X

−c ) + →
−
−c −
φα fα (→
µ (→
α

α=1

N
X

−c )
φα →
α

(4)

α=1

−c ) is the bulk free energy of each individual phase, which depends on the
fα (→
α
−c . →
−
phase concentrations →
µ refers to the chemical potential vector. This vector is
α

defined as a Lagrange multiplier to account for the mass balance between the neigh−c , which is
bouring phases. This was achieved by defining the mixture concentration →
P
−c =
→
−
continuous over the interface as →
α φα c α .
Similarly, f el is defined as:

f el =

N
1 X
∗ij
ijkl kl
∗kl
{
φα (ij
α − α )Cα (α − α )}
2 α=1

(5)

∗ij
ijkl
where ij
α is the total strain in individual phases, α is the eigenstrain and Cα
ijkl
is the Hook’s matrix (Young’s modulus). It is noted that ∗ij
are concentraα and Cα

tion and temperature-dependant, however in the present work, it is assumed that these
5

quantities are constant with both concentration and temperature but vary from phase to
phase. To correlate the strain fields in the different phases, it is required to define an adch
−
ditional condition. Since →
µ = ∂f , from analogy we can define the elastic stresses as
−
∂→
c

σαij =

el

1 ∂f
φα ∂ij
α

. To define the additional condition, mechanical equilibrium is assumed

between phases in the strong form, i.e. to solve the equations of elasticity it is required
to define a domain for finding an equilibrium configuration of a deformable elastic
body which is in the present case the precipitates’ body. It is also assumed that a continuity of all stress components σ ij exists in the interface. Thus, in the mathematical
form for all α and β we have:
σαij = σβij = σ ij

(6)

∗ij
ijkl
∗ij
ijkl
(ij
= (ij
= (ij − ∗ij )C ijkl
α − α )Cα
β − β )Cβ

(7)

ij − ∗ij = σ kl [C ijkl ]−1

(8)

Thus we have:

and

ij −∗ij , ∗ij and C ijkl are the effective strain, the effective eigenstrain and the effective elasticity matrix, respectively. Effective strain and effective compliance matrix
[C ijkl ]−1 can be defined by a linear mixture model:

ij − ∗ij =

N
X

φα (ij − ∗ij )

(9)

α=1

and

[C ijkl ]−1 =

N
X
α=1

6

φα [C ijkl ]−1
α

(10)

Thus, we can express the effective elasticity matrix as:
"
C

ijkl

=

N
X

#−1
φα [Cαijkl ]−1

(11)

α=1

This expression of effective elasticity matrix is known as the Reuss limit for the
elastic behaviour of a compound [20, 21]. The elastic energy (Eq.5) can be expressed
in a reduced form as:
f el =

1 ij
( − ∗ij )C ijkl (kl − ∗kl )
2

(12)

The quantities ∗ij and C ijkl vary continuously from phase to phase according to
the respective properties of the phases. We may note that Eq.12 is not a linear function
of φα because of the additional constraint of mechanical equilibrium applied to Eq. 5.

2.2. Kinetic equations
Kinetic equations can be defined according to the field variables φα (x, y, z, t),
→
−c (x, y, z, t) and ij (x, y, z, t):
N
X
µαβ
φ̇α = −
N
β=1

δF
δF
−
δφα
δφβ

N −
→
X
−
→ δF
M∇ →
δ −c
α=1

→
−̇c = ∇

0i = ∇j σ ij = ∇j

!
(13)

!
(14)

δF
δij

(15)

−
→
−
→
µαβ and M are the interface mobility and the chemical mobility matrix, respectively. Here, we consider a double obstacle potential [16], the multi phase field equation can be expressed as:
N
X
µαβ
φ̇α =
N
β=1

(

N
X

)
[σβγIβγ − σαγ Iαγ ] + ∆Gαβ

γ=1
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(16)

where,

Iαγ =

8
γαγ

"

2
γαγ
δα 2 ∇2 φγ + δα φγ
π

#
(17)

Iαγ denotes the generalised curvature terms and δ = 0 if φα = 0 and δ = 1
elsewhere. In Eq.16, ∆Gαβ is the local deviation from thermodynamic equilibrium and
consists of the chemical and the elastic components because only these two components
are assumed to be at equilibrium at the interface:
el
∆Gαβ = ∆Gch
αβ + ∆Gαβ

(18)

For the chemical non-equilibrium contribution ∆Gch
αβ , we have:

∆Gch
αβ

!
∂
∂
−c ) + f (→
−
→
− →
−
→
−
−
f ch = −fα (→
=−
α
β c β) + µ ( c α − c β)
∂φα
∂φβ

(19)

Similarly, ∆Gel
αβ can be expressed as follows:

∆Gel
αβ

!
∂
∂
−
f el = (ij − ∗ij )C ijkl
=−
∂φα
∂φβ
(
)

1  ijkl −1
∗ij
ijkl −1
∗ij
mnop op
∗op
(α − β ) −
[Cα ] − [Cβ ]
C
( −  )
(20)
2

∗ij
(∗ij
α − β ) in Eq.20 takes into account the difference in eigenstrain between the

phases involved in transformation. ([Cαijkl ]−1 − [Cβijkl ]−1 ) determines the difference
in elasticity. (ij − ∗ij )C ijkl is the linear-dependency on the local elastic stress state,
i.e. based on the sign of the local stress this term determines if a phase transformation
with expansion or contraction will be favoured or hindered. Eq.14 can be rewritten in
terms of diffusion matrices as:
−
→
−
→
∂fα
→
−̇c = ∇
φα M α ∇ →
−c
∂
α
α=1
N
X

!
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=∇

N
X
α=1

→
−
→
−
−c
φα D α ∇→
α

!
(21)

−
→
−
→
−
→
→
−
PN
−
→
−
→
−
→
→
−
where M is chemical mobility matrices defined as M =
α=1 φM α . D is


→
−
−
→
→
−
−
→
∂ 2 fα
diffusion matrices defined as D = M α ∂ →
. From the parallel tangent rule
−
−
c α ∂→
cβ
∂fβ
∂fα
→
−
−c 0 (function in space and
=
= µ , the quasi equilibrium concentrations →
−
∂→
cα

−
∂→
cβ

αβ

time) can be determined for a pair of phases α and β and for a given mixture con−c . Thus, the phase concentrations can be formulated according to these
centration →
concentrations [22, 23]:
−c = →
−c − →
−c 0
∆→
α
α
αβ

(22)

Substituting the relationship obtained from tangent rule into Eq.22, we have:

−
→
−
→
−
β →
β
−
−c →
−c ∂fc ∂ c α = ∆→
−c fcc = ∆→
−c = ∆→
−c ∂ c α = ∆→
k αβ
∆→
β
β
β
α
β →
−
→
−
α
α
∂fc ∂ c β
fcc
∂cβ

(23)

α
Here we introduced the abbreviation fcα = ∂∂f
and a generalized partitioning
→
−
cα
→
−
P
→
−
−c =
→
−
coefficient is k αβ used. Using →
α φα c α , Eq.22 and Eq.23 the phase concen-

trations can be eliminated and Eq.14 can be rewritten as:

→
−̇c = ∇

N
X

→
−
→
−
φα D α ∇




→
−
− →
→
−c − PN φ →
−c 0 →
−
!
0
βα k βα c αβ
β=1 β
→
−
→
−
β=1 φβ k βα

(24)

PN

α=1

−̇c in Eq.24 is similar to the one expressed in Ref.[24] with a
The derivation for →
different expression for the diffusion matrix. This is done to eliminate the unknown
→
−c using the local linearisation, thereby enabling efficient numerical solution.
α

2.3. Solution procedure, case study and experimental validation
The composition of the micro-alloyed steel considered in this work is, Fe-1.962C−
0.748Mn-0.312V (all in at.%) [25, 26]. The generalized chemical potential →
µ in the
chemical non-equilibrium contribution (Eq.19) is computed iteratively for a given av−c and a given set of phase field φ by the minimization of the
erage concentration →
α
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−c ).
total free energy described by the free energy functions fα (→
α

The displacements are calculated using the principle of relaxation to mechanical
equilibrium (Eq.15), i.e. this equation is numerically solved for the displacement vector ui using ij =

1 ∂
i
2 ( ∂ui u

+

∂
j
∂uj u )

in the weak formulation by linear finite ele-

ments. C11 and C12 are considered to be 280 GPa and 120 GPa, respectively. The
dimensionless elastic constants for the individual phases α (matrix) were defined as
α
C11
=

(1−ν)
1−2ν

α
α
× C44
and C12
=

ν
1−2ν

α
× C44
. The eigenstrain ∗ is 1% and σ0

1980 MPa. We define a parameter h =

β
C44
α
C44

in order to compare the strength of

the precipitates with that of matrix. In addition, we define a scaled strain parameter
2

q
2
where η is the strain parameter that strongly depends
η = η ρ0 kB TE(1−ν) cβ −c
α
on the composition of the material. Here we adopted η = 0.126 [27]. η determines the
dilatational strain due to the compositional change according to Vegard’s law, η =

e
c−c0

[28] where c0 is the stress-free composition. ρ0 is density, kB Boltzman constant, T
temperature, and ν Possion ratio. All displacements are placed at the corners of a
square grid and the physical properties are assumed to be constant over the control
volume. The stiffness tensor of any intermediate phase (IP) formed during the particles interactions was assumed to take an intermediate value, e.g. C IP =

C ℵ +C β
.
2

The boundary conditions used for the current calculations are free volume expansions/contractions while keeping the rectangular shape of the calculation grid.

The chemical Gibbs energies, mobilities and diffusion coefficients are taken from
Ref. [15]. The interfacial energy is taken as isotropic, σ = 5 × 10−5 J/cm2 for
the interface between ferrite and austenite [29]. The interface between precipitates
and austenite γ and ferrite α are assumed to be semi-coherent with similar interfacial
energies of σ = 2 × 10−5 J/cm2 and σ = 2.5 × 10−5 J/cm2 , respectively. The
interfacial energies are selected within the range of interfacial energies proposed by
Howe [30] for semi-coherent interphase boundaries. Due to the similar values of the
precipitate/matrix interfacial energies, the modelled results of the interphase boundary
precipitates, considered in this work would be similar to the case where precipitates
were placed fully within either matrix phase. At the nucleation stage, two particles are
10

placed at the γ/α interphase boundary assuming a of radius 1 nm. We define:
• Necking - as a metastable stage where φ in the bridge between the neighbouring
precipitates have an intermediate value.
• Pairing - as a stage of the transformation encountered where φ in the bridge
between the neighbouring precipitates has a value equal to that of precipitates.
The domain size was 300×300×300 cells with a discretization of ∆x = 0.25 nm. The
interface width is considered to be γ = 6 cells. The time discretization is set as 10−2 .
Instantaneous relation to mechanical equilibrium is considered for every time step.

Multi-Component PFM microstructural simulations produce a spatially and time
resolved distribution of alloying elements. This lends the results of such simulations
to be validated against elemental distribution mapping techniques such as STEM-EDS
which offer a sufficient resolution on nano-scale. For the purposes of qualitative validation of the model, Figure 1 is presented showing STEM-EDS map (V-Kα) of VC interphase precipitates, representative of a broader microstructure of an industrial HSLA
steel obtained after typical thermo-mechanical processing finished with controlled coiling at 630◦ C. The alloy in question has a similar V composition to that of the modelled alloy providing a suitable means of qualitatively validating the PFM model in this
work. In Figure 1 specific cases highlighting specific conditions of interphase precipitates have been identified: 1) a neck has faintly formed joining two spaced precipitates
(black box), 2) a neck has formed between two precipitates (magenta box), and 3) a
case where several precipitates have paired together (orange box). A FEG-TEM FEI
microscope model Talos F200X, operating at 200 kV with four integrated Super-X
SDD EDS detectors at a detection angle of 0.9 rad was used for elemental mapping of
vanadium. Samples were prepared from industrial coil using a focused ion beam (FIB)
lift-out method, foils were thinned down to approximately 120 nm in thickness, using
a final gentle low voltage cleaning step.
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Figure 1: STEM-EDS mapping (V-Kα) of an industrial HSLA steel showing rows of interphase precipitates;
expanded sections illustrate selected cases exhibiting specific conditions of interphase precipitates: a neck
begins to form (black box), a neck between two precipitates has become established (magenta box), and a
case where several precipitates have paired together (orange box).

3. Results and discussion
Fig.2 shows the interaction between two neighbouring precipitates with almost
equal radii (r) which is a dimensionless quantity. We consider two growth mechanisms for the precipitates presented in Fig.2: interfacial energy assumed to be the only
contributing energy (Fig.2a1-a3), and both strain and interfacial energy considered to
contribute to the growth of the precipitates. The spacing between the adjacent precipitates is assumed to be d =

r
3

(d is a dimensionless quantity).. Throughout the course

of the interaction, the precipitates develop necking without any contribution from the
strain energy because η = 0. The diffusion distance between the particles was small
so that surface tensions rapidly activated precipitation that bridged the two particles.
The pronounced curvature gradients then occurred because of the established bridge
between the two particles. The curvature gradients then, in turn, lead to the formation
of a single precipitate with uniform curvature at the interface. In the second scenario
Fig.2b1-b3, forced necking occurred and the strain energy and the resultant stresses
drive atoms to the region with minimal distance between the adjacent particles. The
two precipitates thus coalesced and paired with each other.
12

As is evident from these simulations, both interfacial and elastic energy result in
the establishment of a bridge between the adjacent particles, however, it is the strain
energy that leads to a stable pairing of the particles, provided that enough time is given
to the precipitates to grow. With sufficient elapsed time the interfacial energy causes
the dissolution of the particle into its adjacent neighbour, while in the second scenario,
strain energy became the dominating contributory energy that leads to the decrease of
the excessive tension between the two particles.

Figure 2: Interaction of two neighbouring precipitates; d is the initial distance between the precipitates (d =
r
). Note that r (the initial radii) of precipitates is dimensionless. (a) Necking mechanism of neighbouring
3
precipitates without strain effects. (b) Necking of precipitates with the effects of strain energy. The colours
do not represent strain distribution in a1-a3 as the contribution of strain energy is ignored. The legend thus
only refers to Fig.2b1-b3.

We further studied the effects of strain energy on the necking time between two
adjacent particles. Fig.3 shows the necking time for closely spaced particles versus the
initial distance between them for various values of η for particle radii of r = 12. The
necking time decreased with increasing the scaled strain parameter (η) leading to an
accelerated pairing of the precipitates. When η = 0 the threshold particle spacing was
identified between d = 18 and d = 19. Fig.4 shows a similar graph to that of Fig.3
but for particles with a radii of r = 21. as is evident from Fig.4, the effects of strain
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parameter was more pronounced in the case of larger particles, i.e. for η = 0.03 with
d = 9 for particles with a radii of 12 the necking time occurred after t = 8.9 × 104 ,
while for the similar conditions but for particles with a radii of 21 the necking time
only took place after t = 3.2 × 104 . This is because of an increase in the curvature in
the case of larger particles and thus a larger tension between the two precipitates which
in turn increased the strain energy and resulted in an accelerated necking.

Figure 3: The necking time as a function of initial distance between two neighbouring precipitates (r = 12)
for different values of the strain parameter. t is dimensionless.
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Figure 4: The necking time as a function of initial distance between two neighbouring precipitates (r = 21)
for different values of the strain parameter.

We performed three controlled simulations for homogeneous elasticity h = 1, inhomogeneous elasticity with soft particles h = 0.5 , and hard inhomogeneous elasticity
with hard particles h = 1.5 to examine the effect of the relative hardness/softness of
particles on the pairing time. In all three cases, η assumed to be 0.03 and particles radii
considered to be 12. The results are shown in Fig.5. Fig.5 exhibits that the necking between two adjacent particles was much more prolonged when the particles were hard
compared to when they were soft, i.e. for the case where d = 12, necking time was
calculated to be 17.8 × 104 when h = 1.5 while necking only took 5.9 × 104 to occur
when h = 0.5. This is because the hard particles show higher resistance to deformation
resulted from the tension between the particles.
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Figure 5: The necking time versus the initial spacing between two neighbouring precipitates for various
values of h, with η = 0.03 and r = 12.

Fig.6a-c shows the simulation of V-composition contours during the formation of
a pair in a two-particle system. The simulation results showed the formation of an
intermediate phase (IP). The IP grew from the matrix and the precipitates and formed
a thin IP containing crust between the precipitates. The growth of this phase affected
the overall precipitating behaviour and decreased the effective spacing. Therefore, the
growth of IP enhanced the necking process and thus pairing. The thickness of this
phase depends on the chemical energy and the scaled strain parameter η. After precipitates growth for certain amount of time (t = 8 × 104 ) the IP disappeared causing
the formation of the paired precipitates, similar to that imaged in Fig.1 (orange box).
Our simulation results in Fig.6b-c of necking precipitates show a qualitative agreement
with STEM-EDS analysis in Fig.1 (black and magenta boxes). In both cases the relative EDS intensity of V in the necking region is shown to be reduced in comparison to
the two initial nuclei, but significantly enriched in comparison to the bulk V concentration. The different stages of necking are imagined in the same region of the sample,
16

since the distance between the initial neighbouring nuclei is considerably non uniform.

Fig.6d-f shows the development of stresses within one of the neighbouring particles
at a similar time step as that shown in Fig.6c for different effective spacing d. When the
two particles were closely spaced (d = 5) the stress distribution was at its maximum
at the tip of the particle. For larger spacing d = 7, the value of the stress was at a
maximum at the tip, on the top and at the side of the particle. However, the stresses
at the tip of a particle not only had a maximum magnitude, but, also the area bearing
the maximum stresses was larger at the tip compared to that on either the top or the
side of the particle. Thus, the most probable location for the pairing of the particle was
again at its tip. Moreover, the development of such stresses causes the final shape of
the particle to be an oblate sphere (or disk-like shape). For largely spaced particles,
the location of the maximum stresses was only at the tip and the area that tolerated this
stress was relatively small compared to the two other cases.
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Figure 6: (a-c) Simulation results showing the distribution of V throughout the transition (The legend shows
V composition contour.). The location of maximum stress of one of the neighbouring particle at the time
step equal to that of shown in Fig.6c (t = 6 × 104 ) when spacing (d) d = 5, (e) d = 7, and (f) d = 9 (The
legend shows stress contours). The yellow plane marks the location of the planar interface between α and γ.

4. Conclusion
We performed phase-field simulations to study the mechanisms leading to the pairing of neighbouring precipitates in micro-alloyed steels. Our results showed that when
interfacial energy was considered to be the only contributing energy, pairing of precipitates does not occur, and the dissolution of one of the particles into its neighbour was
the dominating mechanism. However, when both interfacial and strain energy were
included in the computation, the pairing took place because the neighbouring particles
tend to minimise the strain energy. The effects of strain parameter (η) and spacing
between the particles on the necking time were also studied. It was understood that
the necking time decreased with increasing the strain parameter. This effect was pronounced for particles with a larger radius. We performed three controlled simulations
to examine the effect of relative hardness of precipitates on the necking time. The re-
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sults showed that necking is delayed significantly when the neighbouring particles are
hard. The V-composition contour throughout the precipitation was simulated and the
formation of an intermediate phase that facilitates necking and pairing between the two
adjacent particles was observed. The location of maximum stress for different spacing
was investigated and it was confirmed that the most probable location for the pairing
of the particles is at their tips. This work is considered as an incremental step towards
the coupled prediction of microstructural evolution and mechanical properties.
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